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Hope's projects
find going rough
"We won't recommend any projects
that don't have good paybacks," added
Fred Coates, director of maintenance. A
short payback period is given many
points and short payback is also the
reason given for Peale's funding. Fiftyeight points marked the cutoff line during
the last application cycle and Peale
creeped past with 62 points. The cutoff
line for this cycle remains anyone's
guess.
As Federal officials review the applications the highest point projects are placed
in decreasing order and grants > are
distributed until the money runs out. The
idea is "to get as many projects done for a
building as we can while keeping a high
point value," said Coates.
Dimnent Chapel is one of the hopefuls
for the new cycle, carrying five projects
while still retaining a fairly short
Schools applying for an energy grant
payback period. Some of the projects in
must rate their projects on a point system
Dimnent include storm windows, insulaas instructed by the government. Points.
tion of the ceiling, and fans to blow hot air
are awarded depending on factors such as
the type and amount of fuel saved or back down.
Music building projects include conwhether the projects convert to a
trols for heating equipment. In DeWitt,
reuseable type of energy such as solar or
said Anderson, 4,We want to improve
wind. Short payback periods and
heating and ventilation. We're only takfavorable climates are also taken into
ing the projects that are saving the most
consideration. Simply, the projects with
energy," he said.
the most points get funded.
The college will know in September if
Careful adjustments are being made in
the projects have been approved for funHope's revised projects in order to comding. Coates concluded by saying of the
pete effectively for an already shrinking
grants, 44 We get what we can now because
dollar. "Before, the paybacks were too
there may be no more."
long," said Anderson.
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by Keith Grigoletto
Federal grants are drying up quickly,
but Bill Anderson, vice president for
business and finance, will make what
may be called a last-ditch attempt for a
matching grant aimed at funding hall of
the reported $57,000 worth of various
energy conservation projects desired by
Hope.
Not long ago the Peale Science Center
was awarded with a matching grant to
fund an energy conservation project
there. Peale was the only winner from
among the roughly 60 projects submitted
by Hope for grant approval. Those rejected projects have now been carefully
revised and will be re-submitted
sometime near the end ot May for another
chance at funding.
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Two studente enjoy one of their last Saga meals, (photo by Lora Rector)

Budgets set by SC

Saga discontinued

by Ted Bolema

On March 18, Student Congress met to
review the Appropriations Committee s
budget recommendations for student
organizations for the 19 81-82 school year.
day brunch.
Although the meal plan options are ex- Four student organizations made appeals
pected to remain at the current choices of at this time, and each was granted budget
increases. The organizations making ap21, 15, and 10 meals per week, this may
also be subject to change. A five- or six- peals were the International Relations
lunch plan may be provided for com- Club, WTAS, the Ministry of Christ's People and the Outing Club.
muters and faculty. Such an alternative,
IRC, represented by Leah Fisher, felt
however, would not be available next fall.
that
it should be allowed to keep its inAccording to Werkman, the dismissal
of Saga may or may not affect Hope come from the food fair, because no student funds go into it; Student Congress
management of the food service. Whether
agreed and approved a $125 budget indirector Steve Renz and other managers
crease.
remain in their positions is up to them.
WTAS, represented by Rich Kennedy
Hourly workers, however, will not be afand Gordi Spoelhof, requested and was
fected by the change.

by Janet Lootens
The discontinuation of Saga Food Service has been confirmed; Saga will be
replaced by Western Enterprises, Inc., a
new food service based in Grand Rapids,
as of June 1. Representatives for Western
Enterprises, Inc. and Hope met last week
to discuss the impending program and
contract, although no contract has been
drawn.
"This is an exciting time for us,"
Hope's business m a n a g e r , Barry
Werkman, commented. Western has
presented a list of suggestions that could
be instituted to upgrade the food service.
These suggestions have been passed
along to the Dean of Students' Office, and
dean Michael Gerrie will be forming a •
committee of students to review the
recommended changes. "We are looking
for a great deal of input from students,
noted Werkman.
Details of the contract with Western
will depend upon the priorities agreed
upon by the committee. Pricing will be
negotiated accordingly, while remaining
within the budget restraints.
Examples of the suggestions proposed
for committee consideration Include an
additional hot entree, an entree in addition to steak on Saturday night of which
students could get seconds, more frequent ice cream sundae nights, and a Sun-

"

Decisions made
by Craig Potter Sinclair
Shortly before break, the Hope Executive Committee met and made some
important decisions. Among the topics
considered were a new computer system
and the fate of Voorhees Hall.
It was decided that Voorhees would
house men on the third floor and women
on the first and second floors.
Because of the rapid advances in the
computer field, the price of a computer
system equivalent to that being used at
(continue^ on p. 2)
v
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granted a $500 budget increase for advertising.
MOCP appealed for and was granted a
$600 increase, which, according to Steve
Sayer, will allow them to sponsor an additional Christian concert next year.
Jim Markle, representing the Outing
Club, questioned the Appropriations Committee's decision to make travel costs the
responsibility of the club members. A
compromise was reached to provide the
Outing Club with $450 for travel and
equipment rental.
After making these changes, Student
Congress passed the final budget for next
year, which, pending approval by the
Campus Life Board, will become the.
operating budget for the student
organizations next year.

Committee
Recommendation
$6,9 9 0.00
4,525.00 .
2,665.00
I,505.00 *
28,745.00
4,485.00
35.00
765.00
2,400.00
1,500.00
II,385.00
$65,000.40* •

Change by
Student Congress

-f 500.00
-M50.00
125.00
-1-600.00

• 1,675.00

Final Budget

$6,9 9 0.00
4,525.00
2,665.00
1,505.00
28,745.00
4,9 85.00
485.00
.890.00
3,000.00
1,500.00
9 ,710.00
$65,000.00
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Internships available to students

Recruitment is currently taking place
for business and economic students to use their skills and experience to parparticipate in the Social Responsibility ticipate in solving problems of disease,
Program for the fall semester. There are hunger, education and poverty and
frequent requests for students to fill in- thereby experience first-hand how the
ternships in recreation or physical educa- business person can participate along
tion. teaching English as a second with the e d u c a t o r s , p h y s i c i a n s ,
agriculturalists and others.
language or teaching other subjects.
There are currently four Hope students
Through this program, students experience a cross-cultural situation and serving internships in this program. Ken
work in situations where they may con. Hornecker is serving in Bahrain in the
front human needs directly. Students w ill Arabian Gulf under the direction of Dr.
and Mrs. Hill, both Hope graduates, at the

American Hospital. Hornecker is setting
up accounting systems, designing forms
and training the nationals in the office to
use them properly.
Kevin Kraay is serving at the Mary
Lyle Lott Hospital in Mandapelle. South
India, setting up storerooms and inventory systems for hospitals supplies.
Craig Henry is in Liberia, and is
associated with the Partnership for Productivity (PFP) foundation. The P F P is
at work in the province of Yepeka, close

Japan experiences now offered

James Piers, assistant professor of
sociology, has announced two ODportunitles for Hope students to broaden
their experience and understanding of
Japan without leaving Hope's campus
f - fept. 1 to Sept. 25, 15 Japanese
students from Meiji Gakuin University in
lokyo will be on campus to participate in
a special seminar, entitled Contemporary, Social, and Economic Issues 29 5
. - T h e J a P a n e s e s'"dents
will be housed with Hope students.
Piers is requesting that students who
have a genuine interest in international
affairs and cross-cultural experiences
seriously consider the possibility of housing one of these studetns during their
stay. Hope will provide a bed. dresser
linens, pillow, etc. The Hope student's
responsibility will be to donate the space
and project a genuine interest in exculture l n ^

8 StUdent f r o m the

Japanese

Due to the heavy schedule of the
Japanese students while on campus, the
Hope students need not be concerned
about entertaining them, but instead
1t h e m a s roomr
•h0* .u
n a t e s . It is felt
hat this is a most important experience
for the Japanese while in the United
States, ane will aid them in understaning and fully experiencing campus life
Since the students speak English well.
Piers does not see communication as a
difficulty. Students who are interested in
mis opportunity are encouraged to contact Piers immediately.
The sociology seminar will also be
available to 15 Hope students this fall; il
will offer students the opportunity to
share ideas and compare and contrast

social and economic Issues with the
Japanese students from Meiji Gakuin.
The intensive three-semester-hour
course will be six weeks in duration and
meet Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday
afternoons from 3:30 to 5:20 p.m. Special
presentations will be made by community
leaders and Hope professors.

Hope students who have participated in
the seminar, or housed students from
Japan, will be given top priority when
scholarships are awarded for study in
Japan during May and June terms of
19 81. More information can be obtained
from Piers in Graves Hall 4B. ext. 3074 or
32G4,

to the borders of Guinea and the Ivory
Coast.
Keith Nelson is currently serving at the
Wasatuh Academy in rural Utah.
Wasatuh is a prep school that serves
youth from all over the country and the
world, and many of the students have
special problems. Nelson manages the
operations for the student store and the
students' accounts, and does the purchasing for the dining room operations.
Hope students interested in the program for next fall or spring can pick up
application information from the
business administration office in Lubbers
Hall, second floor. Professor Tony
Muiderman has information concerning
the applications and the program. The interview ing date is Wednesday, April 15.
A1 Poppen, director of human resources
for the RCA, does the interview ing. selecting and assigning of students to the internship sites. Academic credit is given;
transportation to and from the internship
is provided. Students can make an appointment at the business administration
office for an interview with Poppen.

Concert Bond sets performance

The Hope Concert Band, under the
direction of Robert Cecil, will perform a
concert Tuesday, April 14, at 8 p.m. in the
Dimnent Memorial Chapel.
The concert is open to the public free of
charge.
Guest artists will include the Hope Collegium
Musicum, Stuart Sharp, con.
ductor and Joan Conway, pianist. The^
Collegium will perform Vincent Persichetti s "Celebrations" for chorus and
band. This work is a secular cantata based on the poems of Walt Whitman.
Conway will perform Henry Cowell's
"Little Concerto" for piano and band.
This very tuneful and tonal concerto
utilizes many experimental piano techiques such as forearm tone clusters and
strumming of the strings of the piano.
The opening work on the progiam will
be Claude T. Smith's composition based
on the well-known Navy hymn "Eternal
Father, Strong to Save." Also included
will be two Russian marches and a suite
of three ( Ornish tolk dances arranged by
British composer Malcolm Arnold.
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Joan Conway

Coffeehouse review and preview

Your Writing Paper Is You!
That's why we carry a complete line of Hallmark
writing papers. Stationery and notes for everv
occasion, mood and need; to share your
' h ° U § h , s m a v e 7 ^ c i a l way. Coordinating
envelopes complete the tailored look.
When you care enough to send the very best

Hallmark

#

Open Monday & Friday 'til 9.
IDowntown Holland next to
Penney's on.the beautiful Mall.

When
— came .to see
When shirtantc
students and others
the musical group Afterglo last Friday
night, they were entertained by the songs
of Barbara Streisand. Dolly Parton
Olivia Newton-John. Phoebe Snow, Barry
Manilow and more. Afterglo packed
Phelps Cafeteria with 165 people, according to coffeehouse chairman Dick
Donohue.
"165 people is more than we have probably ever had for a student coffeehouse," he noted. Jennifer Naimo's
powerful lead vocals were backed up by
pianist Rick Santamaria, bassist Rick
Van Grouw, and drummer Mike Mummert. Santamaria, in addition to singing
back-up vocals, sang a couple of solos.
Aside from a few wrong chords, the entire performance was flawless. Naimo
never missed a note. "I've never had such
a ^fun time . . . I love doing this."
reflected Naimo after her standing
ovation-earning performance.
This Saturday at 9 p.m., in Phelps
Cafeteria, SAC Coffeehouse presents
another group of students. The Gnu
Tavern Band is made up of Brian Schip-

per, Paul Van Heest, Scott Sisson and
non-student Kelly Tucker. "The band
plays everything from Broadway show
tunes to y o u - n a m e - l t , " promised
onohue. "This is a concert not to be
missed. It will be a lot of fun."

Decisions made
by committee
(continued from p. 1)

Hope is less today than it was when the
present system was first leased. Consequently, the administration is considering
the installation of a better system, as long
as the price does not exceed what is
presently being paid.
Concerning the DeW'itt plans, the committee expressed gratitude that the problems have been resolved, and according
to President Gordon J. Van Wylen, "the
student participation was welf received.
In general, it was a very good meeting."
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Hope's projects
find going rough
by Keith Grigoletto
Federal grants are drying up quickly,
but Bill Anderson, vice president for
business and finance, will make what
may be called a last-ditch attempt for a
matching grant aimed at funding half of
the reported $57,000 worth of various
energy conservation projects desired by
Hope.
Not long ago the Peale Science Center
was awarded with a matching grant to
fund an energy conservation project
there. Peale was the only winner from
among the roughly 60 projects submitted
by Hope for grant approval. Those rejected projects have now been carefully
revised and will be re-submitted
sometime near the end of May for another
chance at funding.
Schools applying for an energy grant
must rate their projects on a point system
as instructed by the government. Points,
are awarded depending on factors such as
the type and amount of fuel saved or
whether the projects convert to a
reuseable type of energy such as solar or
wind. Short payback periods and
favorable climates are also taken into
consideration. Simply, the projects with
the most points get funded.
Careful adjustments are being made in
Hope's revised projects in order to compete effectively for an already shrinking
dollar. "Before, the paybacks were too
long," said Anderson.

"We won't recommend any projects
that don't have good paybacks," added
Fred Coates, director of maintenance. A
short payback period is given many
points and short payback is also the
reason given for Peale's funding. Fiftyeight points marked the cutoff line during
the last application cycle and Peale
creeped past with 62 points. The cutoff
line for this cycle remains anyone's
guess.
As Federal officials review the applications the highest point projects are placed
in decreasing order and grants are
distributed until the money runs out. The
idea is "to get as many projects done for a
building as we can while keeping a high
point value," said Coates.
Dimnent Chapel is one of the hopefuls
for the new cycle, carrying five projects
while still retaining a fairly short
payback period. Some of the projects in
Dimnent include storm windows, insulation of the ceiling, and fans to blow hot air
back down.
Music building projects include controls for heating equipment. In DeWitt,
said Anderson, "We want to improve
heating and ventilation. We're only taking the projects that are saving the most
energy," he said.
The college will know in September if
the projects have been approved for funding. Coates concluded by saying of the
grants, "We get what we can now because
there may be no more."

Saga discontinued
by Janet Lootens
The discontinuation of Saga Food Service has been confirmed; Saga will be
replaced by Western Enterprises, Inc., a
new food service based in Grand Rapids,
as of June 1. Representatives for Western
Enterprises, Inc. and Hope met last week
to discuss the impending program and
contract, although no contract has been
drawn.
"This is an exciting time for us,"
Hope's business m a n a g e r , B a r r y
Werkman, commented. Western has
presented a list of suggestions that could
be instituted to upgrade the food service.
These suggestions have been passed
along to the Dean of Students' Office, and
dean Michael Gerrie will be forming a
committee of students to review the
recommended changes. "We are looking
for a great deal of input from students,"
noted Werkman.
Details of the contract with Western
will depend upon the priorities agreed
upon by the committee. Pricing will be
negotiated accordingly, while remaining
within the budget restraints.
- Examples of the suggestions proposed
for committee consideration include an
additional hot entree, an entree In addition to steak on Saturday night of which
students could get seconds, more frequent ice cream sundae nights, and a Sun-

day brunch.
Although the meal plan options are expected to remain at the current choices of
21, 15, and 10 meals per week, this may
also be subject to change. A five- or sixlunch plan may be provided for commuters and faculty. Such an alternative,
however, would not be available next fall.
According to Werkman, the dismissal
of Saga may or may not affect Hope
management of the food service. Whether
director Steve Renz and other managers
remain in their positions is up to them.
Hourly workers, however, will not be affected by the change.

Decisions made
by Craig Potter Sinclair
Shortly before break, the Hope Executive Committee met and made some
important decisions. Among the topics
considered were a new computer system
and the fate of Voorhees Hall.
It was decided that Voorhees would
house men on the third floor and women
on the first and second floors.
Because of the rapid advances in the
computer field, the price of a computer
'system equivalent to that being used at
(continued on p. 2)
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Two students enjoy one of their last Saga meals, (photo by Ura Rector)

Budgets set by SC
by Ted Bolema
On March 18, Student Congress met to
review the Appropriations Committee s
budget recommendations for student
organizations for the 19 81-82 school year.
Four student organizations made appeals
at this time, and each was granted budget
increases. The organizations making appeals were the International Relations
Club, WTAS, the Ministry of Christ's People and the Outing Club.
IRC, represented by Leah Fisher, felt
that it should be allowed to keep its income from the food fair, because no student funds go into it; Student Congress
agreed and approved a $125 budget increase.
WTAS, represented by Rich Kennedy
and Gordi Spoelhof, requested and was
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granted a $500 budget increase for advertising.
MOCP appealed for and was granted a
$600 increase, which, according to Steve
Sayer, will allow them to sponsor an additional Christian concert next year.
Jim Markle, representing the Outing
Club, questioned the Appropriations Committee's decision to make travel costs the
responsibility of the club members. A
compromise was reached to provide the
Outing Club with $450 for travel and
equipment rental.
After making these changes. Student
Congress passed the final budget for next
year, which, pending approval by the
Campus Life Board, will become the.
operating budget for the student
organizations next year.

Committee
Recommendation
$6,9 9 0.00
4,525.00 .
2,665.00
I,505.00
28,745.00
4,485.00
35.00
765.00
2,400.00
^ 1,500.00
II,385.00
$65,000;00 . *

Change by
Student Congress

-f 500.00
+ 450.00
+ 125.00
+ 600.00

1,675.00

Final Budget

$6,9 9 0.00
4,525.00
2,665.00
1,505.00
28,745.00
\ 4,9 85.00
485.00
J90.00
3,000.00
1,500.00
9 ,710.00
$65,000.00
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Recruitment is currently taking place use their skills and experience to parfor business and economic students to
ticipate in solving problems of disease,
participate in the Social Responsibility hunger, education and poverty and
Program for the fall semester. There are
thereby experience first-hand how the
frequent requests for students to fill inbusiness person can participate along
ternships in recreation or physical educawith the e d u c a t o r s , p h y s i c i a n s
tion, teaching English as a second agriculturalists and others.
language or teaching other subjects.
There are currently four Hope students
Through this program, students exserving Internships In this program. Ken
perience a cross-cultural situation and
Hornecker is serving in Bahrain, in the
work in situations where they may conArabian Gulf under the direction of Dr.
front human needs directly. Students will
and Mrs. Hill, both Hope graduates, at the

students
American Hospital. Hornecker is setting
up accounting systems, designing forms
and training the nationals in the office to
use them properly.
Kevin Kraay is serving at the Mary
Lyle Lott Hospital In Mandapelle, South
India, setting up storerooms and inventory systems for hospitals supplies.
Craig Henry is in Liberia, and is
associated with the Partnership for Productivity (PFP) foundation. The P F P is
at work in the province of Yepeka, close

Japan oxperiences now offered

James Piers, assistant professor of
sociology, has announced two opportunities for Hope students to broaden
their experience and understanding of
Japan without leaving Hope's campus.
From Sept. 1 to Sept. 25, 15 Japanese
studenU from Meiji Gakuin University in
Tokyo will be on campus to participate in
a special seminar, entitled Contemporary, Social, and Economic Issues Sociology 29 5. The Japanese students
will be housed with Hope students.
Piers is requesting that students who
have a genuine interest in international
affairs and cross-cultural experiences
seriously consider the possibility of housing one of these studetns during their
stay. Hope will provide a bed, dresser,
linens, pillow, etc. The Hope student's
responsibility will be to donate the space
and project a genuine interest in experiencing a student from the Japanese
culture.
Due to the heavy schedule of the
Japanese students while on campus, the
Hope students need not be concerned
about entertaining them, but instead^
should treat them as roommates. It is felt
that this is a most important experience
for the Japanese while in the United
States, ane will aid them in understanding and fully experiencing campus life.
Since the students speak English well,
Piers does not see communication as a
difficulty. Students who are interested in
this opportunity are encouraged to contact Piers immediately.
The sociology seminar will also be
available to 15 Hope students this fall; it
will offer students the opportunity to
share ideas and compare and contrast

social and economic Issues with the
Japanese students from Meiji Gakuin.
The intensive three-semester-hour
course will be six weeks in duration and
meet Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday
afternoons from 3:30 to 5:20 p.m. Special
presentations will be made by community
leaders and Hope professors.

Hope students who have participated in
the seminar, or housed students from
Japan, will be given top priority when
scholarships are awarded for study in
Japan during May and June terms of
19 81. More information can be obtained
from Piers in Graves Hall 4B, ext. 3074 or
3264.

to the borders of Guinea and the Ivory
Coast.
Keith Nelson Is currently serving at the
Wasatuh Academy in rural Utah.
Wasatuh is a prep school that serves
youth from all over the country and the
world, and many of the students have
special problems. Nelson manages the
operations for the student store and the
students' accounts, and does the purchasing for the dining room operations.
Hope students Interested in the program for next fall or spring can pick up
application information from the
business administration office in Lubbers
Hall, second floor. Professor Tony
Muiderman has information concerning
the applications and the program. The interviewing date is Wednesday, April 15.
A1 Poppen. director of human resources
for the RCA, does the interviewing, selecting and assigning of students to the internship sites. Academic credit is given;
transportation to and from the internship
is provided. Students can make an appointment at the business administration
office for an interview with Poppen.

Concert Band sets performance
The Hope Concert Band, under the
direction of Robert Cecil, will perform a
concert Tuesday, April 14, at 8 p.m. in the
Dimnent Memorial Chapel.
The concert is open to the public free of
charge.
Guest artists will include the Hope Collegium Musicum, Stuart Sharp, conductor and Joan Conway, pianist. The
Collegium will perform Vincent Persichetti's "Celebrations" for chorus and
band. This work is a secular cantata based on the poems of Walt Whitman.
Conway will perform Henry Cowell's
"Little Concerto" for piano and band.
This very tuneful and tonal concerto
utilizes many experimental piano techiques such as forearm tone clusters and
strumming of the strings of the piano.
The opening work on the program will
be Claude T. Smith's composition based
on the well-known Navy hymn "Eternal
Father. Strong to Save." Also included
will be two Russian marches and a suite
of three Cornish folk dances arranged by
British composer Malcolm Arnold.
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Joan Conway

Coffeehouse review and preview

Your Writing Paper Is You!
That s why we carry a complete line of Hallmark
writing papers, Stationery and notes for every
occasion, mood and need; to share your
thoughts in a very special way. Coordinating
envelopes complete the tailored look.

When you care enough to send the very best

Hallmark

^

Shop
Open Monday & Friday "til 9.
Downtown Holland next to
Penney's on.the beautiful Mall.

When students and others came to see
the musical group Afterglo last Friday
night, they were entertained by the songs
of Barbara Streisand, Dolly Parton.
Olivia Newton-John, Phoebe Snow, Barry
Manilow and more. Afterglo packed
Phelps Cafeteria with 165 people, according to coffeehouse chairman Dick
Donohue.
165 people is more than we have probably ever had for a student coffeehouse," he noted. Jennifer Naimo's
powerful lead vocals were backed up by
pianist Rick Santamaria, bassist Rick
Van Grouw, and drummer Mike Mummert. Santamaria, in addition to singing
back-up vocals, sang a couple of solos.
Aside from a few wrong chords, the entire performance was flawless. Naimo
never missed a note. "I've never had such
a fun t i m e . . . I love doing • this,"
reflected Naimo after her standing
ovation-earning performance.
This Saturday at 9 p.m., in Phelps
Cafeteria, SAC Coffeehouse presents
another group of students. The Gnu
Tavern Band is made up of Brian Schip-

per, Paul Van Heest, Scott Sisson and
non-student Kelly Tucker. 44The band
plays everything from Broadway show
tunes to you-name-it." promised
Donohue. "This is a concert not to be
missed. It will be a lot of fun."

Decisions made
by committee
(continued from p. 1)
Hope is less today than it was when the
present system was first leased. Consequently, the administration is considering
the installation of a better system, as long
as the price does not exceed what is
presently being paid.
Concerning the DeWitt plans, the committee expressed gratitude that the problems have been resolved, and according
to President Gordon J. Van Wylen, "the
student participation was well received.
In general, it was a very good meeting."
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Campus
crimes
reported
Larceny
19 dollars taken
Thefts from Dow and Dykstra
DeWitt — flower basket, flowers, coll bell

Suspicious persons
Individual appearing to be on drugs
Suspicous person at Phelps

Drug law violation
Marijuana found in room

Disorderly conduct
Oggle Cottage hit by beer bottles
Non-campus people at Van Zoeren

Sex law violation

mmmmz
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Obscene comments

Vandelism
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Security light broken behind Alumni
House
•
.
Windshield wipers broken #ofi car in
Carnegie lot
Towel dispenser in DeWitt

Other

m

Chorus to perform this Sunday

..

10-speed bike hit by car near the
Seminary
'
_1U ^
Signs stolen from Point West found here
Signs stolen
Attempted suicide
Miscellaneous

v

The Hope College Chorus, under the
direction of Roger Davis, will present
Heinrich Schutz's "The Passion of Our
Lord and Savior Jesus Christ According
to the Evangelist Saint Matthew" on Sun-

Anniversary celebrated

- .. 12, at- a 8:30
n . nn
m in in
nimmmt .TheThp
work
u/nrk
willwill
be be
performed
oerformed
a capella,
day, April
p.m.
Dimnent
with Chaplain Gerard Van Heest serving
Chapel.
The Passion is an account of the events as reader. Soloists for the performance
•leading up to the crucifixion of Christ, in- will be:,
Stuart Sharp, evangelist
cluding:
KenNeevel, Jesus
Wesley Blood, Peter & Pilate
The Foretelling
Chi Soeter, Pilate's wife & Judas
The Last Supper
Sue Growning, maids
Christ before Pilate
Amy Tomblinson, maids
The Crucifixion
Craig Sinclair, guitarist
The Entombment

Stephen's cathedral, attending an opera
The 25th anniverary of the Hope sumand concert by the Veinha Boy's Choir,
mer program in Vienna, Austria will be
and a; tour of the-recently completed LN
celebrated by a special tour for alumni
city along the Danube.
and friends of the college.
The study tour wilT offer a variety of exA week-long seminar will be held m
periences in Czechoslovakia, Poland and
Austria from June 21 to 26, followed by an
Hungary. A highlight will be a reception
optional study tour through Eastern
at the Embassy of the Republic of Nigeria
European countries from June 28 to July
in Prague, arranged by 19 52. Hope
The tour will be ledby Paul G. Fried, graduate Larry Fabunml.
Fried noted that.a significant improvedirector of International education at
ment in the monetary exchange rate has
Hope and founder of the Vienna Summer
made the tour much more affordable than
School.
' .
w
The program started in the summer ol in recent years.
Information on the tour, including
19 56, when Fried brought 14 students to
prices, can be obtained from Paul Fried.
Austria. Vienna, which had been occupied
by Russian and allied troops until the tall
of 19 55, welcomed the young Ahiericans
with open arms, excellent food and incredibly low prices. Since then, more
than 1000 students have taken part in tne
Alexander G. and Margaret S. Beam,
program.
.
who were to visit the campus from April
"Americans, though no longer a novel8-10 under the Woodrow Wilson Visiting
ty in Austria, are still treated as most
Fellows program, recently canceled their
welcome guests," said Fried. "The food
^
.
is still excellent, but the prices are no visit.
The Beams have offered to reschedule
longer low," he noted in jest.
their visit in the fall; however, no deciThe city of Vienna will host a formal
sion has been made. "Since there is really
reception on June 23 for the Hope group
not enough time to arrange for someone
as well as students enrolled in the 19 81
else tp. come next month," stated Jacob
program.
Nyenhuis, dean of the a r t s and
The seminar will parallel the educahumanities, "I presume we will simply
tional opportunities being offered student
have to forget about having our second
participants in the 19 81 program, such as
Woodrow Wilson Visiting Fellow on cama visit with an art class to a famous baroque monastery, an organ recital at St. pus."

Beams cancel

Get the bugs out
If your bicycle is in less than peak riding condition, come to us. Our professionals are specially
trained to handle all aspects of bicycle servicingfrom a simple tune-up to major repairs. And we
use only quality authorized parts.
No matter what condition your bicycle is in,
- we'll help you get the bugs out.

TUNE-UP
• SCHWINN
• RAlfiGH
• MOTO-BECftNE

SPECIAL PRICES
For Hope Students
Specializing in up-to-date
hairstyles for men and women
200 South River Between 8th & 9th
' WALK-INS WELCOME

open Mon. 9-7; 9 - 6 ; Wf 1 -,
Fn. 9 9,
Sat. 9-5. Call.392-282B
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Hope has Christian

W

cn

trained to best serve In such ministries.
come through testing (tribulation). "ConThat Hope Is a training ground for
The commentary Is Hope Christian" ly Spirit and dally affirming C h r i s t . .
sider It all Joy my brethren when you enTo
the
layman
that
translates:
faith,
and
future ministries cannot be used to ignore
left pie baffled. 1 understood what Eric
counter various'trials knowing that the ,
acknowledging
faith
through
action,
the chance we have to minister wi&in the
was asking and also the conclusion he
testing of faith produces steadfastness."
came to. I did not, however, understand response to faith.
(James 1:2, 3) What happened to the risk campus community while we are here.
Eric's
claim
that:
"A
Christian
college
how he came to his decision.
Eric mentioned earlier In hto article? If We are often slow to realize that as Chrisdoes
not
need
people
from
different
tians our dally lives are a witness to
An Institution cannot be Christian. It
we are not faced with challenge, can we
religious
backgrounds
to
be
a
better
place
Christ. It seems that we are also often.
can only provide an environment In which
truly risk?
for
learning.
A
place
of
higher
education
quick to Judge when we find Christians
Its members can learn about Christianity,
Prior to the printing of Eric's article,
does."
left
me
dumbfounded.
Is
not
a
that are not meeting our expected stanprofess their faith, and act In a Chrlst-llke
one of my professors related a story about
Christian
college
a
place
of
higher
educamanner. I don't think this difference In
a student who proposed that all Hope's dards of behavior. Rather than Judge, we
tion,
especially
a
college
that
also
claims
might take this opportunity to witness, >
semantics Is what Eric meant when he
professors be required to profess Christhrough deed rather than reprimand, g
called Hope's Christianity - a blatant In its catalogue liberal arts education?
tianity before they could be hired. My
Hope
does
not
operate
within
aA/acuum
r
hypocrisy.
professor suggested that Instead, all pro- what It Is to be a Christian.
of
a
protected
Christian
environment.
InA
campus
community
Is
full
of
strugglHope Is not a Bible college, nor Is It a
fessors be non-Chrlstlans and the
Ing Individuals. They needn't be sick pr $
state school. It encourages commitment stead, It provides an opportunity to truly
students be Christians so that by the time
minister
to
those
from
different
religious
- hungry to warrent our concern, and they
to Christ on the part of its students, faculthey left they would know If they really
backgrounds
and
continually
re-afflrm
.
ty and administration, but It does not rewere. While my professor wasn't serious needn't be non-Christians to require our
our
own
faith.
Hope's
approach
to
Chriswitness. It m i g h t ' be that they're
quire It. In this way, I believe Hope Is
with his proposal, his point was clear;
tianity demands that we take respondiscouraged with classes, frustrated with
realistic In Its approach to Christianity.
testing does strengthen our faith.
sibility
for
our
choice
to
follow
Christ,
As the primary visible leaders on
1 think Eric's largest complaint Is with grades, hurting over a broken relationrather
that
plug
Into
a
process
and
ship or the loss of a loved one. Perhaps
Hope's campus. Chaplain Van Heest and
the student body of Hope. And It Is
wonder
once
we
leave
where
our
support
they are searching for direction and need
Chaplain Semeyn are concerned about
perhaps a valid complaint. We are lazy.
system
has
gone.
the students, faculty and administration
And Christians who choose to profess guidance. It Is a simple ministry
It
seems
to
me
to
be
a
practical
way
to
. available to us, the presence of our hope,
at Hope, and are willing to give their time
their faith cannot help but be hypocrites
propose
Christianity
by
accompanying
It
our faith and our commitment to one
and energy where and when they see a
for we will always fall short of our goals.
with
a
clear
representation
of
the
need. The special discussions they've
But, that does not make It a calculated another, but It Is an Important ministry.
lifestyles
we
will
be
asked
to
assume.
In
I find It a sad commentary that the poll
held, such as after the movie "Jesus
hypocrisy. We do not aU knowingly set out
the
various
occupations
we
may
choose.
of 47 people determined that Hope was not
Christ SupersUr," and the workshops
to profess one Life and live another.
We
need
to
learn
how
to
co-ordinate
the
Christian. I'd like to know what definition
they've conducted, like during R.A. trainAwareness to need Is created by the
ing, are Just a couple minor examples. demands of our occupation with the token gestures Eric mentioned In his arti- they used to qualify their question, and
This commitment to the body of Hope demands of our faith. Too often the Chris- cle. Maybe the reason Eric doesn't find how many of the 47 people they polled
cannot be Ignored when asking: 44Is Hope tian lifestyle Is abondoned because we proof of our Christianity at work Is considered themseves Christians. I would
haven't learned to put the two together.
guess that more considered themselves
a Christian School?"
because the proof he Is looking for conHope's dedication to helping us find our
Christian than considered the campus
sists of large works that a campus comniche In life Is not an evU.one. I believe
'
In addition, Hope p r o v i d e s opmunity has little practical opportunity to Christian.
Christ would have us discover that which
It
Is
easy
to
expect
to
be
handed
a proportunities for Christians , a n d nonperform: thus the token gestures, to
we were created to be. Long before the
gram to follow. Hope doesn't make it
Christians to learn about Christ and grow
create awareness. This awareness can
"whole person" philosophy w.as adopted
easy. Perhaps Its goal Is to encourage the
in their faith. An institution.can do little
later be acted upon by those who are
b y psychology It was a basic Christian
commitment to Christianity Stephen had
more than this. (Compulsory chapel was
principle. "By holding to the truth In love
when he was being stoned.
protested by students as an act against
we are to grow up In all aspects Into Him
I believe Hope Is successful In its atthe free expression of faith.) IV, FCA,
who Is the Head, even Christ, from whom
tempt to provide an environment for nonF
r
a
t
s
e
e
k
s
a
i
d
FCS, morning chapel, Sunday chapel, Bithe whole body, fitted and held together,
Christians to learn about Christ and for
ble studies, retreats, creative worship;
according to the proper working of each
Christians to grow in their faith. What we
all are geared toward discovery and comIt is time once again for the men of
individual part, causes the growth of the
do with that opportunity is our decision.
mitment in a Christian walk.
Knickerbocker to hold their annual fundbody for the building up of Itself In love."
In writing this letter, I do not mean to tell
MOCP, chapel choir, rest home visitaraising drive for Muscular Dystrophy.
(Epheslans 4:15, 16) In other words, we
Eric that he was wrong for raising the
tion and the World Hunger committee, as
This year we are trying a new method to
are called to be whole persons In Christ
question; "Is Hope Christian?" Rather,
well as the leadership positions In the
raise the donation. We are going to be coland at the same time fulfill our individual
I'd like to offer another viewpoint before.
other activities I've mentioned, are all
lecting returnable bottles and cans which
functions students can be Involved in, in niches.
we will turn in. All money taken in will go he comes to his conclusion.
I find no argument with Eric's stateSincerely,
their personal commitment to Christ. As
to the Muscular Dystrophy drive.
ment that faith comes through the hearMegBlggerstaff
Eric said, "One can't go to college to
We would like to encourage the Hope
ing of the word of God, except when he
learn to be a Christian; It's a matter of incommunity to assist us in this worthwhile
uses that to say that growth does not
P.S. Eric, how about coffee and more
ner affirmation to the presence of the Hocause. If you have cans or bottles you
would like to donate, we urge you to discussion sometime?
please drop them off at the Knickerbocker* House at 264 Columbia Avenue,
between Phelps Hall and the DeWitt
Center.
x- We will be aocepting cans and bottles
on Saturday, April 11.. Please come by
Guitars • Banjos
and help us in our effort to help some peoMandolins And Fiddles
ple who are less fortunate than us. No
donationls too small. If everyone on camString instruments
pus donated Just one can, our gift to
Construction Repairs
Muscular Dystrd^hy would be one of the
largest ever.
'
Let us thank you in advance for supporting us in our annual drive..
The Men of Knickerbocker
44
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HAIR
STYLING
The Career Center provides students with aid in finding a Job when they graduate,
(phoio by Lora Rector)
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Why not shop at Columbia Ave.. One Stop
for all your party needs #
405 Columbia (3 blks. south of Dow)
•Draft

•wirw
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•Munchies

Need a little style in your IHe? Come to the
STAG. We'll take your oW shape and give you a
new one. Randy, Mary or Sandy will give you the
precision cut or perm that Isfloodtoryou. Our
styles will give you that IHt<you re lookinfl for.
Call for-6n appointmentf at the STAG and
change your life a little.

Comer of 14th i College
Open Tuet.-8ei
Tuw. Frl. Evtnlngs
(by appdntmefrtt only)
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carries on tradition

Dance VII, the seventh annual production sponsored by the Hope dance department, will be presented April 9 41 at 8

w

by Fred Ward
D a n c e VII — w h a t is it? It is a per
f o r m a n c e put on by the Hope dance
d e p a r t m e n t . Ballet, jazz, modern, and
tap a r e all being p e r f o r m e d . Yes, but
what is it? It is a lot of h a r d work. It is the
* culmination of r e h e a r s a l s which began at
the beginning of the s e m e s t e r , and training pf the d a n c e r s which began long
before that.
E a c h work is c h o r e o g r a p h e d by a
m e m b e r of the Hope faculty. T h e modern
piece w a s c r e a t e d by M a x i n e De Bruyn.
the tap and jazz n u m b e r s w e r e done by
Rich Rahn, and the ballet piece was for
mulated by E d R i f f e l .

p.m. in the main t h e a t r e at the DeWitt
Center.
The production gives student d a n c e r s a
chance to p a r t i c i p a t e in a production
similpr to a professional concert.
The concert will include ballet, jazz,
0
X
u

c

o
U
w
o

W
j
c

W
• H" .

modern and tap pieces. The student
dancers will be supported by two guest
artists, Jennifer Donohue and Billy
Siegenfeld, who have performed together
since 19 75.
Donohue is a "lean combination of
lyricism and cutting-edge realism," according to Jill Silverman of Dance
Magazine. She has performed with such'

•>/:•

m

Wm
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c
u companies as Don Redlich,, Elizabeth
0. Keen and K a t h e r i n e Litz. Under the

'

X auspices of the dance touring p r o g r a m
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Tryouts w e r e held at the beginning ot
the second s e m e s t e r . Auditions can he
agonizing; the worst part, however, is the
waiting period between the auditions and
when the lists a r e put up. Next, rehearsals begin. E v e r y week, s e v e r a l rehearsals of several hours each t a k e place
This is w h e r e the d a n c e r s begin to
develop the work as the c h o r e o g r a p h e r
sees fit, and w h e r e the d a n c e r s become
accustomed to each other.
As the piece builds and the d a n c e r s
grow closer, the e x c i t e m e n t m o u n t s on its
way to opening night. T h e final stage is to
let the work fly on stage. T h i s involves
technical r e h e a r s a l s , for lights and
sound, and d r e s s r e h e a r s a l s in the final
weeks before opening. P a r t i c i p a t i n g in
the dance concert a r e s t u d e n t s from just
about every m a j o r . E a c h h a s many interests but all h a v e a c o m m o n fascination: they like to dance.

S/-K'.-av:

and the artists-in-the-schools p r o g r a m ,

Donohue h a s t a u g h t e x t e n s i v e l y
throughout the United States. She is currently on the dance faculty of Sarah
Lawrence College.
Siegenfeld has also danced with several
dance companies, including Don Redlich
and Cliff Keuter. Siegenfeld is currently
on the dance faculty of Hunter College.
H e also h a s done
thoughout his c a r e e r .

much

Mwragatas

M&SM

teaching

Both Donohue and Siegenfeld have experience as choreographers, dancers and
teachers. "Together as dancers and
choreographers their joint venture is
unusually satisfying," according to
Dance Magazine.
The s t u d e n t w o r k s h a v e been
choreographed by Hope faculty members
Maxine DeBruyn, Rich Rahn and Ed Riffel.

mm

Tickets a r e available at the tickel office
of the DeWitt Center. Reservations can be

made by contacting the ticket office at
39 2-1449 ; ticket prices are $4 for adults,
$3 for senior citizens and $2 for students
and children.

-

Donohue and

.
J
genfeld, featured
dancers for Dance VII
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AND WOMEN
Choice

not compromise

RANDY
DISSELKOEN

Tmele,, imettmern
in elegance.

J^RodcimTvZTs E
Grand Rapids, Ml 49508

(616) 942*2990
(Acrott from Woodland /Mall)
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interest is detrimental
by Craig Potter Sinclair
Last week 1 examined topics covered
by Ambassador Gale McGee, during his
visit to Hope, in the area of international
relations. This week I would like to speak
to the other side of his talks, that of
domestic affairs. r
The emphasis of his domestic message
dealt with the election system, and this
was divided into two primary areas: that
of the importance of parties, and that of
the changes needed in the election process.
Concerning our two-party system,
McGee made it clear that the traditional
structure of tight party participation is
essential to ensure political stability. It is
clear that people will always have con-

cerns and will always want improvements and changes. The function of
the parties, is to have people within them
putting forth their ideas and working
them through with other members of the
party, to come up with a compromise
position for the platform o^the candidate.
The choice for the people to make is then
between two opposing views, not just two
differing personalities.
This type of system ensures stability.
What is occurring now, with the advent of
special.interest groups, is the deterioration of this essential structure. These
groups are completely "one target"
oriented, and base their votes entifely on
their one interest. A candidate is no 1
longer viewed from the wide perspective

See the SEE film
(SEE Films concludes its 19 81 winterspring season tonight with "Picnic at
Hanging Rock," the largest-grossing film
in Australian history. The film will be
shown at 8 p.m. in Winants Auditorium.
Admission is $2.50 or by season ticket.)
by Kathleen Verduin
^
The^ year is 19 00: the location,
Australia. In celebration of St. Valentine's Day, students from Appleyard — a
Victorian finishing school for young
ladies — plan an outing UrHanglng Rock,

Plumber" and '^Breaker Morant," rejects the view that he should have provided some solution to the riddle of Hanging
Rock. "You are creating life on the
screen," he said, "and life doesn't have
endings. What I attempted, somewhere
towards the middle of the film, was gently
to shift emphasis off the mystery element
which had been building in the first half
and to develop the oppressive atmosphere
of something which has no solution: to bring out a tension and claustrophobia in
the locations and their relationships.
*

/ '

a weirdly monolithic volcanic eruption,
"There are, after all, things within our
older than time. Two of the girls, along own minds about which we know far less
with their chaperone, never come back; a than about disappearances at Hanging
third is found a week later, amnesiac.
Rock. And it's within a lot of the silences
What happened at Hanging Rock? The that I tell my side of the story."
question reverberates throughout the
Visually beautiful, "Picnic at Hanging
film; but, as Appleyard's gardener, Mr. Rock" achieves the eerie atmosphere of a
Whitehead, murmurs, "Some questions ghost story. But it raises significant quesgot answers and some haven't." Almost tions — about the suppression of adolesin imitation of the lost girls, we are led to cent sexuality, for one thing, but also
explore agd traverse the surfaces of an about the eternal power of nature and the
enigma. Yet fragments of meaning are primordial.
gradually revealed as we are drawn
Critic Penelope- Gilliatt considers Apdeeper and deeper Into the film's two
pleyard
as a quaintly self-confident outworlds: the confining artificiality of Appleyard, and the Edenic timelessness of post of the British empire: "This picture
the Australian landscape. Leaving the is eventually about the moral impropriety
imposed order of their school* the girls of imposing one culture on another. Here
and their teachers enter a realm of myth, are these girls, here are these women,
of naturel; the Rock, an aboriginal place here are these English accents and school
of worship, looms prehistoric and ab- rules and hymns and corsets, on a continent that finds them all unacceptable.
solute.
. Director Peter Weir, acclaimed for The landscape remains as resolute in
such films as "The Last Wave," "The hostility as the heat."

of considering his entire character and
complete voting record.
This creates an extremely difficult
situation for our elected officials. When
issues arise that are backed by groups
that often know very little about the entire situation, the representative finds
himself In a position where he has to go
against what he knows to be true, or be
voted out of office by the Ignorance and
apathy of the electorate. As McGee
pointed out, "I have seen many good men
ruined that way."
This also involves the media In the
same way that I wrote about in my article
entitled "New American liberalism."
Modern mass media, especially with the
advent of television, are interested in
covering only that news which is sensational enough to bring response from
their audiences. That means tha^-the only
news that will be covered Is the actionpacked events and ideas. ,
Under these circumstances, the special
Interest groups gain considerable attention, thus increasing their destructive effect. The other side, the real news, Is the
things that happen In the dull moments,
those things that lead up to the conflicts.
But all the media show Is the result of
more complicated circumstances, which
can sometimes end up looking deceptively different.
While speaking to this problem, McGee
was .again foretelling a very uncertain
future for the United States. The effect of
the special interest groups has been less
than desirable on both the party structure
and the governnaent itself. Reforms have
• been implemented in Congress, primarily
as a result of the work of special interests,
that have left the power diffused in 150

O
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different areas, so that little can be accomplished and the Congress is left in
shambles.
We will have to learn that with our
government as diffuse as It was Intended
tp be by the founding fathers, there will
have to be some unifying factor to create >'
a balance. For a government to be able to ^
achieve anything, power has to be fused £2
to some degree* we are heading in the op- 5°
poslte direction. Institutions like the par- £
ties have in the past created some Unity 5
and cou)d again serve this function.
t h e final area of domestic concern raised by McGee was election reform. This
area relates well to the subject of special
interests. Some people say that the electoral college Is outdated and should be
eliminated. But would this be such a wise »
move? The present system, as set up by
the founders, ensures more regional
representation, with* a move to a total
population vote, as Is the situation in
Michigan with Detroit. Sheer population
does not always represent the situation
accurately.
The fln^l area spoken of by McGee was
the length of terms held by' officials. In.
both the House and the Senate, the terms
are so short that the representatives have
to spend the majority of their time campaigning rather than concentrating on the
issues at hand. McGee proposed that the
length of terms be doubled in answer to
this problem.
J McGee spoke on many subjects but the
crux of his domestic message was the
danger Inherent to the stability of government and the parties in special interest
groups. It Is a message that should be
well heeded, or our country will someday
see the consequences.
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WE'RE INTO

BICYCLES
SALES-We are the authorized dealer tor the full
line of 1981 Miyata Bicycles.
SERVICE-Expert mechanics for all make? and
models
ACCESSORIES-A complete line of accessories
for riding, comnputing and touring.
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Dr. Agheana lectures to his Spanish class, (photo by Karl Elzinga)

Monday Saturday 9:30 A M -5:30 P.M.;
Monday & Fridoy Til 9 P.M.
184 Rivsr Ave., Holland Phone 396-5556
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Costs cut by cutting corners
by Leslie Ortquist
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Ah! The Scents of spring at Hope! With
the arrival of the faithful area perennials
come the familiar sights and sounds of
maintenance. Through the winter months
sidewalks, in places, have fallen into
disrepair. And in the snow's absence, the
new grass calls for attention. Soon
maintenance personnel will be sent bustling into action, patching concrete and tending numerous lawns.
These two labor needs may seem at
first completely unrelated. However,
they need not be. With resourcefulness,
there is certainly a way to kill two birds
with one stone. In so doing, especially In
this time of economic stress, it is possible
for us, as students, to help the college cut
corners.
You may wonder how we can help. It is
simple. We have only to cut corners
ourselves, something which, unknowingly, we have been doing all along. Still confused? Perhaps thinking back to last fall
will make our task description clearer.
In early September, before there was a
diagonal sidewalk on the comer of Columbia and-10th street by Phelps hall, we
traversed that lawn, forging our own path
seeing that the shortest distance between
two points was a straight line. Laying
bare the raw earth, we prompted the installation of a sidewalk.
Similarly, cement was poured near the
chapel entrance where the ground cover
was completely worn away, which just
goes to show what can happen when man
exerices free will in deciding where to

walk) and in anticipation of the same type
of free-thinking student action, a kiteshaped pattern of walkways was to grace
the west entrance to Phelps.
There seems to be a direct correlation
between our paths and the sudden rash of
sidewalks; as quickly as we cut a comer,
a sidewalk is poured. 'This is exactly
where we, as students, can be of service.
It follows that where we wear a path, a
sidewalk is soon to spring up. And where
there is no grass there is no need for grass
seed, fertilizer, watering, weeding, edging_or mowing, nor for the workers to perform these tasks.
If we are to take this responsibility
upon ourselves, we must examine with
care the possible results of our actions.
Although we must bear the initial costs of
new concrete and labor, in the long run
fewer square feet of grass would mean
less materials and labor for upkeep. The
cost of general maintenance of sidewalks
alone would b e much lower than the present expense of maintaining both grass
and concrete. We can help the college
save money.
As an additional benefit to us, this plan
of action provides an opportunity for
general student interest and involvement.
Unlike many student activities, everyone
may, and in fact is encouraged to, participate. In a time of great apathy, student initiative can be strong. We can
forge our own paths, even in this day and
age, and what is more, we may glance
back over our shoulders to find our footprints cemented behind us.

Along the same line, once a network of
walkways becomes a reality of daily life,
a student will be forced to engage in
decision-making as he confronts two or
more paths diverging in the Pine Grove.
Such choosing may m a k e all the difference; it would be a valuable exercise,
symbolic of the great and difficult choices
a student will be forced to make
throughout his life.
On a larger scale, pioneering stems
back to our ancestors, who forged their
way into this untamed land effecting improvement through change. If we look
beyond our lives at Hope, we can see
path-making as representative of our
great nation and heritage.
Such an effort typifies the progressive,
gutsy American spirit. The American is
practical, 'seeking to find the shortest
route to his destination. Consequently, he
sees a lawn as a mere frontier. For him
the way to civilization lies in taming these

frontiers.
We at Hope have pursued efficient
routes, braving the frontiers we face
here. Two prime examples are the
hollowed-out, dirt-lined, under-brush J6g
at the southeast corner of Lubbers, and
the runway through the grass on the 10th
Street and Durfee side of Lubbers. If we
are persistent, someday these areas may
sport concrete also. With perseverance,
we may eventually eliminate the nagging
problem of greener grass on the other
side of anything.
In short, by laying the groundwork for
more sidewalks, we have a worthwhile
purpose. We can help this educational institution cope with increasingly difficult
economic demands. We may enrich our
lives through the decision processes involved, and we may perpetuate a sense of
nationalism. For the cause, use good
sense this spring: cut a comer and walk
where a sidewalk isn't.
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Honors dorm questioned
by Anne Brown and Ingrid Anderson
The latest addition to Hope's living accommodations, Voorhees Hall, has
created some furor over the necessity of
an "honors dorm" at Hope. Admittance
would not be based on GPA; however,
certain regulations regarding quiet hours
might be enforced.
We asked 48 Hope students, "Do you
feel there is a need for an honors dorm at
Hope?" The results were as follows:

NO
YES
I DON'T KNOW

59 %
33%
8%

Most of the students who said ' 4 no"
felt an honors dorm would discriminate
against some students. One student com-

Ciit

mented, •The academically gifted should
mingle with the rest of us." Another student who was opposed to this type of
separation pointed out that "living in a
dorm with a variety of people teaches you
how to get along with different people."
Still another student said that this secluded living arrangement "sounds too boring."
Many of the students who were in favor
of an honors dorm felt it could offer an atmosphere conducive to studying which
other dorms may lack. Said one student,
"It's easier to work in a 'study' atmosphere when others want to study,
too." Another student commented, "I
would like to see a dorm where students
who want and deserve a place to study
ca/i study."
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Does the Pine Grove await a concrete fate? (photo by Diana Douglas)

Look! Don't destroy
by Jennifer Forton
I thought 1 was finished with it. 1 had
been workhg on this sculpture for two
months. First, it went through the model
stage; lots of skinny little wires being
bent into rectangles with legs. Weaving
and braiding steel wool got in there too,
that's where the title, "Old Sheep," came
from.
The sheep finally hit the 3-D big time,
and I was off to Bekker's Steel for some
quarter-inch rods. I brought 20 of them
back to the Rusk Building. After about 16
hours of grinding, welding* heating, bending and re-welding, I had coaxed them
into a four-foot version of the smaller
model. I wove metal shavings into this
structure and pronounced it finished.
But it wasn't. I don't think an artist can
consider a piece complete until it has
received a critique, a response. The best
way to find out what the public thinks of a
piece is to display it, to make it fight for a
place in the world and to make its
presence felt. On Aprll l, I put the "Old
Sheep" in Graves Hall, and waited for
comments.
The first day was fairly encouraging.
"It's a spider."
. "No, it's a 1981 coffin."

NEED HELP?
Concerned about pregnancy?
I W m p m t & l Bn-Iimg. Aftni 12. mi
at
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Free pregnancy
testing

Confidential
Ask for Sharon

Call Ext. 2362

People were making room for art in an
everyday location. They even stopped to
speculate on what it represented or to express what they felt about it. This was
what I wanted to accomplish by
liberating my sculpture from the Rusk
Building.
The next morning was not so encouraging; during the night, each leg on the
piece had been carefully bent back, and
one of the welds was broken. The whole
thing sagged to the floor.
I generally try to be optimistic about
this sort of event. My first reaction was,
"The 'Old Sheep' becomes the 'Old Mattress.' " Then 1 thought. "I'd like to find
these molesters and weld them into a
railroad track." Someone had deliberately ruined something I had made.
I really should have expected it. It was
a response; my sculpture had obviously
gotten to someone out there. But it was an
uneducated response, a depressingly
typical factor regarding art in the community.
All right, so how do I, as a frustrated artist, educate the aesthetically crippled?
Since discussing this with some of my
peers and professors, I have concluded
that what I can do Is absolutely nothing.
Visual knowledge Is gained through conversation. 1 have put my work on display.
I have provided the introduction. How can
any mutual learning take place if the
viewer ignores or insults the piece before
getting to know it?
At Hope, the art department is trying to
familiarize the community with art by
making it accessible through shows and
exhibits. But how does the typical student
regard a sculpture on campus? Most of
them give it a here-we-go-again grin, step
around it, and run off to class. Abgtract
paintings don't fare much better; I've
overheard paintings being compared to
[conti
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Parietals provide pleasant fun
by Robert G. Wilkie
When I embarked upon my monumental college career J was ]ust a young,
naive, fresh-out-of-high-school kid with
visions of grandeur. 1 lumbered into
Holland one warm August evening with
my 18 years of innocence and immaturity
tucked away back home and a world of
knowledge, intellect and above all
maturity in front of me. (How sappy that
sounds, and how wrong I was!)
The first two people I met at Hope were
Steve and Dave. Dave was an outgoing
kind of guy who loved to have fun. He
could talk his way into or out of anythfhg.
You know, the kind of guy who could sell
the idea of Mastodon Chow to Purina Corporation. Steve turned out to "be the opposite of Dave: quiet, unassuming and
definitely homegrown; his sister had
been crowned Miss Spud 1975 at the

Posen Potato Festival. Steve's favorite
pastime was sitting in his room listening
to his K-Tel Disco Duck album. Dave
referred to him as a wimp, a fitting title.
Only a computer mistake could possibly
explain why they were roommates.

and said, "Don't worry, as long as you
keep the door closed and don't cause trouble, the RAs won't report you." 1 was
slightly consoled but still had lingering visions of uniformed Gestapo-like troopers,
with "RA" on their armbands, busting
down doors and arresting innocent (but
On that first night of college life I was mature) little freshmen like me.
sitting alone in my room wondering what
When 1 finally mustered up enough
incredibly mature things I couW involve nerve to walk across the hall a few hours
myself in or at least think about. My later, Dave greeted m e at the door, openthoughts were barely taking shape when ing it ]ust a crack to see who was there.
Dave barged into the room and said that Upon recognizing me, he quickly opened
he was having a party later on- My the door and I was yanked in by the arm.
previously low (but always mature) About a dozen people were already in atspirits began to rise. My mind conjured tendance and before the night was over a
up ail sorts of images of beer and women. dozen more would Join us. As we sipped
But almost immediately that cursed beer, talked to sophomore women, and
phrase appeared before my eyes: "No acted intellectual (and of course mature),
Drinking on Campus!"
the night wore on.
Dave quickly picked up on my distress
According to Dave, we were lucky; the

Christianity for colleges defined
by Fred Ward

i
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In writing this commentary it is
necessary for me to state that I am a student from <4another religious
background." My denomination is not
relevant to what I have to say; it suffices
to say that I am not a member of the RCA.
Upon reading the article "Is Hope Christian?" by Eric Sivertson and the consequent response by Elaine Yoshonis, I was
distressed. Surely, as a Christian who
loves his neighbor as himself, Sivertson
cannot deny me and others like me the
right to come to Holland and learn about
Hope's concept of Christianity.
In using the title "Christian College,"
Hope faces two responsibilities. First,
t4
Christian M means following the
teachings of Christ. Second, "College"
implies an institution of higher learning.
A college has a responsibility to provide a
sanctuary for thought. Not "a single"*
thought, but thought In general and in its
broadest sense. In ridding Hope of all the
students that do not conform, an environment that Yoshonis termed "risk-free"
would result. This Is the antithesis of what
Sivertson and Yoshonis believe, is it not?
The creation of a "risk-free" environment would bring about the mental
stagnation of all involved. Everyone
thinking alike and believing the same
thing would leave very little room for any
intellectual stimulation. Sivertson stated,
"a lot of people think that being confronted with other religions helps faith
grow." Confrontation with other religions
should not shake one's faith.
Throughout the Bible, God's servants
are being tested. To run away and hide in
the sand does not provide a workable
answer for any length of time. If one's
beliefs are strong, the most that could
ever happen to him is that the outline of
his silhouette would be altered slightly.
As cognizant beings we are constantly
swallowing data, comparing it, processing it and eventually assimilating it into
our own frame of reference. Everything
we believe is always being modified a
slight bit, solely by the nature of our
minds.
A college defines itself as an institution
of higher learning. As such a place, it has

a responsibility to provide a sanctuary for
thought; without thought we couW not
learn. If one says that Hope should instruct people for the service of Christ and
that to do this only Christianity needs to
be taught, several problems arise. If the
full capacity of an individual is not.
developed, how can that person work in a
world that is essentially non-Christian?
To put forth the best one can offer, is it not
necessary to learn as much as possible
and use all of this? Or is ignorance bliss?
Perhaps this sounds a little sarcastic, but
knowledge is never an enemy.
Going back to the title of the original artide, "Is Hope Christian?" —' Hope, the
institution, is not Christian; people are
Christian. All the faculty and staff can do
is guide us to learn, not lead us by the
hand; we must choose our own path. Man
is an imperfect animal. We have deemed
ourselves Homo Sapiens, or "Man the
Wise"; however, we seem to miss the
point sometimes.
Often we fail to see ourselves clearly
because the fault, or the majority of the
fault, lies with the other person, over
there. The problem lies with the students
at Hope. Each individual carries the
responsibility fort his own burden.
Matthew 22:37 (RSV) is important
because in its text 1 am sure God does not
want us to love him with ail of our heart,
all of our soul and a limited mind. The
mind by the nature of its construction is
not to be limited. If one's mind wonders,
let it experience it. Eventually the mind
will get to where it was going, even if one
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I left the party after about an hour and ^
a half of good (but mature) fun. Dave had
introduced me to Cheryl, a sophomore,
and we had hit it off fairly well. 1 was
pleasantly surprised when she accepted
my invitation to "have a few drinks" in
my room. After several hours 1 thought I
was doing quite well as we lay in my
beanbag enjoying a somewhat passionate .
embrace; then without warning she stood
up and quietly screamed, "Oh no!
Parietals!" and ran out of my room.
1 began to run after her; 1 wanted
desperately to explain that I didn't have
Parietals, or, for that matter, any other
social disease. 1 literally ran into Steve
outside my door; he was returning from
the bathroom with his Donald Duck
toothbrush in hand, wearing his Captain
America Jammies. When I explained my
dilemma, he laughed and explained what
parietals were. My male ego was crushed; I had been left in a lurch (a mature
hirch, of course) because of a set of
visiting hours.
As the year wore on, I attended many
parties and even met girls who didn't
care about parietals. Dorm life turned out
to be quite interesting once 1 learned how
to interpret the rules.

COSMOS

J.L. MURPHY HAiRSTYLING
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tries not to let it wonder. Experience and
knowledge should not be feared.
The "problem" and the "solution" are
within us, each as an individual person,
Emerson taught "that if a single man
plant himself on his convictions and there
abide, the huge world will come round to
him." K the goal of the students here at
Hope is a Christian Hope, then with work
from everyone it can be so. Here I make
no Judgment; it is not my place to do so.
Try to imagine a campus of people as
Emerson has described. We are the key.
It is time to stop missing the forest for the
trees. If one believes and is willing to
work, nothing is impossible!

RA came to the door on only three
separate occasions. However, each knock
prompted a rash of panic. Twenty people
attempting to put 43 beer bottles in desk
drawers and closets without making noise
is beyond human capabilities. Through it
all, Steve sat reading his copy of
Asparagus Monthly and listening
(through his earphones) to Ronco's
Greatest Hits of Peoria's finest polka
band, The Versatones.
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Computer wiz writes program
If he had known that IBM had said it like Hope; oftentimes they will look incould not be done, Hope senior Randy stead to major universities or in this case
Thompson admittedly would not have to large computer centers.
tried to write a coYnputer program to be
"Students are willing to try things like
used in evaluating cancer data ac- this. They experiment and don't get upset
cumulated from a community.
if it doesnlt work. This is one case where
However, when faced with performing it has worked beneficially."
the tedious task of evaluating cancer data
Laughing, he added, "Students don't
by hand as part of his part-time job with know any better ; they can do the impossithe Grand Rapids Clinical Oncology Pro- ble."
gram, this physics-chemistry major from
So where does Thompson's program go
Drayton Plains decided there must be an now? Largely due to the success of the
Grand Rapids Clinical Oncology Proeasier way.
. '
Now, two and one-half years after gram, the National Cancer Institute has
Thompson first began toying with the funded 23 similar programs throughout
computer program, it is a workable piece the United States.
of software. It is now possible for the
Over the last six months Thompson has
physician cancer review committees in been invited to Washington, Chicago and
the Grand Rapids area to look at the Ann Arbor to give demonstrations to onchanging patterns of care of cancer pa- cologists and others Interested in comtients on a community-wide basis.
munity cancer control. Using a portable
"The review committees are the most terminal connected by a long distance
important part of our program," said Ed- phone line to Hope's computer, Thompson
ward L. Moorhead, project director for presents his p r o g r a m and shows
the Grand Rapids Clinical Oncology Pro- observers how it can be utilized in their
gram. "They are groups of area physi- community.
cians with different specialties who have
Thompson received not only computer
been brought together to identify and in- time from Hope, but also technical advice
corporate new technology into the treat- and enc6uragement from the people at
ment of cancer patients. The computer the computer center and those in the comprogram Randy has developed Is helping puter science and physics departments.
What is in the future? In August,
to facilitate vital feedback."
The computer program developed by Thompson starts medical school at the
Thompson is designed to evaluate data University of Michigan. Already he is
which has been collected according to deeply involved in the field and feels that
treatment guidelines that have been this is only the beginning.
developed for 45 different types of cancer
by physician committees. This is one of
the first times that Information has been
gathered regarding the specific patterns
of cancer patient care and analyzed on a (continued from p. 12)
communitty-wide bdsis, according to various forms of excrement or judged
Moorhead.
with statements like "I wonder what he
The results to date indicate there is was smoking."
significant value to this work, according
These responses have no value to the
to Moorhead. For example, early studies artist or, more importantly, to the
have shown there is a difference in the viewer. By walking away from a piece,
median survival r a t e of selected the viewer is cutting off the dialogue that
classifications of lung and breast cancer. the artist has initiated. A viewer has to
John Watson, director of the Hope com- take the time to get used to art; he need
puter center, explained that "people tend not look for the top, or the bottom, or a
to ignore the resources of a small college face. Pre-conceived ideas get in the way
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Randy Thompson works at the computer

'Old Sheep' to 'Old Mattress'
beneficial to both viewer and artist.
when critiquing a work.
Since the unannounced alteration of my
The problem lies in the fact that there
are no set rules for experiencing art, and sculpture, I have repaired it and moved it
that can be frightening to people on this to Van Zoeren Library. I still don't think
stiflingly conservative campus. The ar- it's finished; it changes a little every time
tist has taken a chance by making his art it gets bumped. People are reacting to it,
available; the viewer should also take a touching it and wondering why it's there.
chance. He should go back to the piece The "Old Sheep" is still not indestructithree or four times before dismissing or. ble, but the library seems like a pretty
in some cases, disfiguring it. Developing safe place. Besides, with all those books
an appreciation for art is a relatively around, somebody might be tempted to
easy thing to do, and can be only ' learn something.
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Quoddy's chrome bright boat moos span the fashion scene and the active scene for
shopping, vacationing, and all around outdoor wear. White non-skid sole. The perfect
comptiment to your designer jeans, bright knit shirtdressing, or colorful foul weather
gear so popular today. Women's medium width In full and half sizes 5 thru 10 (no
9V4). International Orange, Canary Yellow, Kelty Green, Bright Red, Skipper Blue
White, Marine Blue/Red, and Marine Blue/Kelly Green.

Special Introduction Price
EXPIRES APRIL 18th, 1981
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JBanburp S q u a r e Hft.
Classic Tailored Apparel For Women
56 Easf 8th Street. Holland. MI 49423
Phone 396-3105
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Baseball readies for league race
by JimGoorhouse

T

•i

The baseball team left for Georgia over
spring break seeking warm weather and
an opportunity to sharpen their talents.
The weather definitely cooperated, as only one game was lost to the elements of
nature, and the team received muchneeded work on the finer points of the
game.
The season started on a high note, with
Hope sweeping a double-header from
Covenant College of Tennessee. After this
successful start, victories became
scarce, as Hope was forced to compete
against larger Division I schools. Hope
played perhaps the best game of their
southern trip while losing to Georgia Tech
6-4, after taking a 4-3 lead into the eighth
inning. Upon returning home, the Dutchmen found themselves sporting a 3-7
record, but with valuable experience to
be used for the league race.
44
How rapidly our freshman develop
will be the key to our season," said coach
Jim Bultman. This statemant came as a
result of the loss of seven starters to
graduation and the relatively small
number of experienced letter-winners

returning.
The infield seems to be the strength of
this year's team, with four veterans
returning. Jack VanderMass, currently
leading the Dutch in hitting, will move
from shortstop and share first base and
DH responsibilities with Pete Rink. Both
Keven Malkewitz and Jay Morris return
at second base, with each expected to
make a significant contribution.
Shortstop and third base seem to lie in
the hands of two freshman, Rob Baker
from Wyoming Park and Dave Nummikoskir from Holland. Both showed

*
i'
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History majors
present papers
Bryan Van Sweden and Tim McGee,
two history majors at Hope, will present
papers at the Michigan Regional Meeting
of Phi Alpha Theta. to be held at Andrews
University on April 10,19 81.
Van Sweden's topic Is 44 Albertus
Peiters: The Missionary as a CrossCultural Personality." The presentation
is slated for 10:45 a.m.
McGee's program is entitled ' The
Truman-MacArthur Controversy." His
presentation will start at 2 p.m.

I

by Steve Underwood

/

. The men's track team opened the outdoor season finishing fourth of eight
teams In the wind-whipped Albion Relays
last Saturday. The Dutchmen's 35-point
total trailed Albion (51 pts.), Wabash (50)
and Alma (42).
Faulty baton exchanges disqualified

was sporting a 3-1 lead in the fourth with
only two hits. But something went wrong
In the fifth and the Dutch ended In defeat
7-4. This was only the fourth time this
year that the Rebels had been down In
regular play, and Hope coach Anne Irwin
was pleased with her team.
"Our emphasis Is going to be on hitting," said Irwin. "Our best hitters, even
If they are also pitchers, will be In the
lineup every game."
Last year's 4-12 Flying Dutch had a low
team batting average of .19 5 with only 13
extra base hits in 420 trips to the plate.
Leading the returnees Is two-time
allstate catcher Berens, a junior from
Hamilton. Berens has a .313 career batting average and Is also a strong defensive player. Last year she set an MIAA
record for most doubles in a season and
tied for league honors in total bases.
Seniors returning for their fourth
season include third baseman Nancy
Kropf of Detroit and centerflelder Sue
Allle of Dearborn.
Two of the team's regular pitchers
from a year ago are back In junior Israels
and sophomore Pam Cushman. Israels
had an outstanding 1.05 earned run
average despite a 1-5 win/loss record,
while Cushman was 3-5, making a teamhigh 12 appearances. Cushman tied an
MIAA record for fewest walks allowed by
a pitcher in a season.

Tourney set
This Saturday, April 11, the soccer
team will host a .12-team indoor soccer
tournament. The tourney will begin at
8:30 a.m. and the two Hope teams will
play their first games at 9 :20 and 10:10.
The championship game will be held at
6:05 between Hope and the second-place
team.

Come on out to Student Night
Every Monday From 6-9 p.m.

U
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part-time starter last year, firids himself
in left, with Eric Hendrickson, a senior
out for the first time, vying for time in the
outfield also.
The pitching staff is also a matter of
concern, with only one senior, Tom
VnaderStel, present. Also returning on
the mound are Jeff Myers, who posted a 43 record last year. Dale Wolfe, and Ed
Stinson. Bultman feels that if these men
can avoid too many walks and allow the
remainder of the team to help them
defensively, the Dutchmen should have a
reasonable chance for success.

Men's track team running well

Softballers shine on trip
Like most of Hope's spring sports
teams, the women's softball team also
made their way to sunny Florida for spring training. After a trip filled with hard
play and practice, plus some relaxation,
the Dutch came home with some hardearned experience under their belts. They
also proved the trip a success by boasting
a 6-4 win/loss record upon return.
A 10-lnnlng clincher with Taylor.
University of Indiana had to have been
the most teeth-grinding but satisfying
game of the trip. Going Into the bottom of
the seventh with one out and losing 1-0,
Faye 44Clal" Berens stepped to the plate
and nailed a home run to tie the game.
Then, after playing three more Innings,
with frustration obviously setting in.
Kerri Israels became the heroine of the
hour by slugging In the winning run with a
centerfield double as Lynn De Bruyn
scored from second. Final score: 2-1,
Dutch.
The Dutch showed the most potential,
however, against the Orlando Rebels, an
American S6ftball Association team.
Israels pitched the dual for the Dutch and

flashes of talent down south and have
allowed Bultman to move veterans to
help fill in other positions. Bob Poll
returns as catcher and should get needed
rest from Jeff Neeley, a sophomore
transfer currently swinging a hot bat.
The outfield seems to be an area of major concern for the Dutchmen, as all three
starters from a year ago have graduated.
Jim Goorhouse, a second team all-MLAA
third basemen last year, has been moved
to centerfield, while Mark Thompson,
also an infielder last year, currently finds
himself in right. Jim VandeGuchte, a

m E T I C S

Call for appointment
21 E. 8th S t . - 3 9 6 - 1 6 7 1

Hope from the sprint medley and 4 x 880
relays (and a possible third-place finish),
but didn't dampen coach Gordon
Brewer's spirits. Brewer was satisfied
with the team's performance, an improvement over last year's showing, but
knows the team has a lot of work to do.
The Dutch collected their sole relay victory of the meet in the Javelin relay. The
combined efforts of Paul Damon (188'3")
and Bill Mauren (172'5"). totalled 360'8".
Larry Fischer ran to an Individual first in
the 10,000-meter open with a time of
32:23.6.
Three second-place finishes were also
earned In the field events. Chris Fleming
and Scott Van Arendonk each cleared
6'4", to total 12'8" In the high jump relay.
With Jamie Hugglns and Peter Klein als(y
notching 6'2", Brewer feels Hope now has
"the largest group of competent high
Jumpers" he can recall.

Jon Lunderberg (14') and Rich Burrell
(12') were runners-up with their 26' effort
in the pole vault relay . After Scot Van Der
Meulen had the longest heave of the day
in the shot-put relay (46T'), he teamed
up with Mauren for a second-place in the
discus relay — 75.9 4 meters.
The Dutch were second only to Albion in
the 4 x 880-yard relay and the distance
medley (880-, 440- and 1320-mlle). The
team of Dave Vlsscher, Larry Korterlng,
Steve Underwood and Mark Southwell
were clocked In 8:09 .25 in the former,
and Southwell, Mark Whiting, Vlsscher
and Underwood ran 10:43.2 In the latter.
John Victor added a second in the open
5,000-meter run.
The Dutch entertained Olivet yesterday, will be at Adrian Saturday, and will
travel to Southwestern Michigan Community College Tuesday with Hillsdale
for a trl-meet.
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Spring Special

Tune Up
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Deraileur adjustment
Brake adjustment
Wheels trued
Come adjustment
tire check

FOR A COMPLETE
SPRING TUNE-UP

A bicycle shop in a class
by itself

the
highwheeler
76 e a s t eighth tt. r helland
Ph. 396-6084. Open daily 9:30 AM to 5:30 PM;
Monday and Friday 'til 9.PM.
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Lacrosse Club returns from trip
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easy attitude the team had while playing
down south and how that had changed
with the opening of the regular season.
"Down south 1 Just wanted everyone to
relax and practice what they had to do,"
he said. "It was important to get all the
quirks out then instead of now. Now our
attitude is more intense and the boys
know we're playing games that mean
something."
Last Thursday the University of
Michigan sent its B team up to take on the
Dutch and were unpleasantly surprised.
The Dutch went on to handle the U of M
lacrosse men handily in a flashy victory,
13-4. "The most important thing about
that game was the diversity of our goal
scorers," C»ravella noted.
Behind the leadership and scoring
power of third-year starter Kevin Worley
(four goals), the younger rookie players
went on to put on their own scoring show.
First-year players Jamie Robertson, Andy (Droid) Ernst and Grant Miner all put
In a goal apiece and second-year player
Mark Van Gesel also dented the twins.
"Van Gesel has come a long way and I expect him to be a major factor in our

The Lacrosse Club has won Its first two
regular season games after a very shaky
showing during the pre-season on their
trip to the South. The Flying Dutchmen
had met defeat four out of five times
against such southern stalwarts as
Vanderbilt College, the University of
Kentucky and the Tigers of Clemson. Victory came at the expense of the B team of
the University of Kentucky.
Player-coach George Caravella felt the
southern trip had really tightened the
team up. "Down south we didn't Just play
lacrosse; we had fun and saw some
sights," he said. "The team has members
from almost all the frats and independents and the trip pulled us together
as a tight unit. I'm proud of that."
Of course, the trip prepared the team
for the regular season. "We learned
many things on the trip because we could
examine the way we operated and could
rectify our mistakes," said Caravella.
The two recent regular season victories
against the University of Michigan and
the Grand Rapids Lacrosse Club were
evidence of that.
Caravella also stressed the loose and

march to a victorious season," Caravella
said. He also praised freshman attack
Jeff Hansen and his steady play In
guiding the team.
The game was a little ragged, however,
and the team looked to Improve Itself on
Saturday against Grand Rapids, a fledgling club In the Midwest Lacrosse Association. "The defense of the Flying Dutchmen could be their strongest point,"
Caravella said. "We're very strong at
defense, being led by senior captain Denny Griffin and second-year players Mike
(Lips) Lepres and hard-hitting (that's an
understatement) Kevin Marlanl."
The goal Is being filled by Junior Kevin
Kranendonk. "Kevin is quick and crazy
and with time and work will become an
awesomie goalie," Caravella noted. The
major addition to the defense has been
freshman Andy Hamblett, a former AllLeague player at Avon Old Farm In Connecticut. "Andy brings an experience and
knowledge of the game to Hope which It
has never seen before. He's big, quick and
very good," Caravella said.
The defense did do Its Job on Saturday
as Hope went on to defeat Grand Rapids
11-3. The game was played on a nice,
brisk Saturday afternoon and the Dutch

took their time and controlled the ball
well. Once again Caravella praised the
diversity of the scoring players, saying,
"Our team will definitely win a lot of
games If we can depend on everyone to
score, not Just our big guns."
The big guns on the team did do a Job,
however, against Grand Rapids. Last
year's second leading scorer John Cronk
pumped In a hat trick against Grand
Rapids, and last year's leading scorer
Caravella pumped In four goals. Once
again Van Gesel had a goal, as did
second-year starter Pete Vanenema. "I
look forward to Pete scoring a whole lot of
goals this year," Caravella remarked.
Captain Craig Garfield also pumped In
his first goal of the year. Caravella also
cited the play of senior Mark Laman and
Junior Grant Miner, noting, "They're
both big, strong boys that will do lots for
the team."
The game Saturday was played against
a lesser team, and that might have hurt
the Dutch. The big test will be played
Tuesday, April 7 at Spartan Stadium
against the Spartans of MSU. "If we play
as well as we're capable of we can beat
MSU for the first time ever," Caravella
concluded
}

Women's track results
by Steve Underwood
The women's track team was up
against stiff competition as well as a stiff
gale Wind in the Western Invitational
Saturday, but came out a very respec—
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Archery ready

1 -

Often the response when someone
speaks of the archery team at Hope Is
"Archery team? Do we have one of
those?" The answer is we most certainly
do. Hope is represented in the MIAA archery field this year by six women. Carol
Ryskamp, a Junior and three-year
veteran of the team, heads the group as
captain. Sharon McKee and Kar^lne
Muir, on the team for their second year,
are also Juniors.
Wendy Hanson and Leah Fisher are
sophomores returning for a second year,
and Cathy Broeker is this year's only
freshman shooter. The archers are coached by Mary Grondin, and after four weeks
of practice will have their first meet
Tuesday, April 7, in the Dow Center
against Alma. Saturday they will shoot in
an NCAA State Tournament in Grand
Blanc.

table ninth of 12 teams. The competition
Included the likes of the host school, a
Division I (Hope Is a Division III),
scholarship-giving Institution about seven
times the size of Hope, and others that
probably made Hope about the smallest
school there. Val Hendrickson had a fine day, placing
fifth In the 1500 meters (5:24), winning
her heat In the 800-meter (2:33.7, Just
missing placing), and anchoring the fifthplace 4 x 400-meter relay team. That
team of Lisa DeVette, Jeanlne Pllon,
Margie Deckard and Hendrickson sped to
a4:29 .9 .
Speedster Deb Lockhart had the
highest finish of any Dutchwoman,
however, with a wind-aided :15.l In the
highest finish In the 4 x 100-meter relay.
Beth Smith closed out Hope's scoring with
a 1.22.4 in the 400-meter hurdles, good for
sixth place.
Unlike the men's team, which opened
up with the two worst teams in the MIAA
in Its first two meets, the women must
face their toughest league opponent
Calvin today at 3:20 p.m. at Van Raalth
Field. They host Alma at 1 p.m. Saturday
and entertain Olivet, St. Mary's and
- Grand Valley State on Tuesday at 3:20
p.m.

RECORD SALE
All Records Are
5 0 %
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Reg. Prices

Limited Supply So Come
And Get Them While
They Last
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LOOKING FOR SOMEBODY? He's not here;
keep looking!
TO MISS CARLA KLEIN: Never in my museum
of recollection hove I been so overcome by o
girl with such pulchritude. I would esteem it
on honor if, in the near future, we could
become better acquainted.-The Grand Duke
of Moravia.
RIDE NEEDED to Chicago or Northern Indiana
area this weekend. Will help pay for gas. Call
Diana, x6335.

\

TO TONY CASADINE: I found Luke Spensor.From the informer.
'HELP WANTED: Want a part-time job now and
full-time in summer? Cousins' Restaurant at
Clearbrook Country Club in Saugatuck is interviewing for all positions: cooks, kitchen help,
dishwashers, waitresses, waiters, hostesses,
bus people. 857-2985, 857-2340, 857-2000.
WILL THE PERSON or persons who took a plant
from the Financial Aid Office please, please
return it--no questions asked. It was a gift
from our former student assistant and means
a lot to us. You can keep the pens and bell!

WTAS 610 AM on campus / FM cable 103.3 in
Holland.
OVER SPRING BREAK Earl flew to Greece and
swam the Hellespont. Sources close to the
Byronic hero report that a coating of grease
helped him conserve heat during his plunge m
the frigid channel.

FOR THE FIRST TIME ever Zeeland will play
host to two of the best Christian entertainers
to be found anywhere. Mike Warnke. a oneof-a-kind performer on the contemporary
scene, will be joined by Glad, a "classical
rock" group from Philadelphia, in a live concert on Friday, April 24, at Zeeland High
School Gymnasium, ot 7:30 p.m.

NEED TO BUY a small refrigerator or electric
typewriter for next year. Call x6385.

, 95

The 3

PHELPS LOFT for sale. Call x6270.

,

Spring Special

Show Papa your Hope College I.D.
and pay only $395 for any dinner on
the menu - between now and May 2.

Papa FazooFs Italian
Ristorante &
Pixza Works
396-1407

77 E. 8th Street
icroes From The Holland theatre
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Baseball readies for league race
by JimGoorhouse
The baseball team left for Georgia over
spring break seeking warm weather and
an opportunity to sharpen their talents,
The weather definitely cooperated, as only one game was lost to the elements of
nature, and the team received muchneeded work on the finer points of the
game.
The season started on a high note, with
Hope sweeping a double-header from
Covenant College of Tennessee. After this
successful start, victories became
scarce, as Hope was forced to compete
against larger Division I schools. Hope
played penraps the best game of their
southern trip while losing to Georgia Tech
6-4, after taking a 4-3 lead Into the eighth
inning. Upon returning home, the Dutchmen found themselves sporting a 3-7
record, but with valuable experience to
be used for the league race.
"How rapidly our freshman develop
will be the key to our season." said coach
Jim Bultman. This statemant came as a
result of the loss of seven starters to
graduation- and the relatively small
number of experienced letter-winners

returning. ,
The Infield seems to be the strength of
this year's team, with four veterans
returning. Jack VanderMass, currently
leading the Dutch In hitting, will move
from shortstop and share first base and
DH responsibilities with Pete Rink. Both
Keven Malkewitz and Jay Norrls return
at second base, with each expected to
make a significant contribution.
Shortstop and third base seem to He In
the hands of two freshman, Rob Baker
from Wyoming Park and Dave Nummlkoskl from Holland. Both showed

flashes of talent down south and have part-time starter last year, finds himself
allowed Bultman to move veterans to in left, with Eric Hendrickson, a senior
help fill In other positions. Bob Poll out for the first time, vying for time In the
returns as catcher and should get needed outfield also.
The pitching staff is also a matter of
rest from Jeff Neeley, a sophomore
concern, with only one senior, Tom
transfer currently swinging a hot bat.
The outfield seems to be an area of ma- VnaderStel, present. Also returning on
the mound are Jeff Myers, who posted a 4j o r c o n c e r n f o r the Dutchmen, as all thre^
starters from a year ago have graduated. 3 record last year. Dale Wolfe, and Ed
Jim Goorhouse, a second team all MIAA Stinson. Bultman feels that If these men
third basemen last year, has been moved can avoid too many walks and allow the
to centerfield, while Mark Thompson, remainder of the team to help them
defensively, the Dutchmen should have a
I n f i e l d e r last year, currently finds
himself In right. Jim VandeGuchte,. e reasonable chance for success.

History majors
present papers
Bryan Van Sweden and Tim McGee,
two history majors at Hope, will present
papers at the Michigan Regional Meeting
of Phi Alpha Theta, to be held at Andrews
University on April 10,19 81.
Van Sweden's topic Is 4, Albertus
Peiters: The Missionary as a CrossCultural Personality." The presentation
isslated for 10:45 a.m. u
McGee's program Is entitled "The
Truman-MacArthur Controversy." His
presentation will start at 2 p.m.
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Men's track team running well
by Steve Underwood
The men's track team opened the outdoor season finishing fourth of eight
teams in the wind-whipped Albion Relays
last Saturday. The Dutchmen's 35-polnt
total trailed Albion (51 pts.), Wabash (50)
and Alma (42).
Faulty baton exchanges disqualified

Softballers shine on trip
Like most of Hope's spring sports
teams, the women's softball team also
made their way to sunny Florida for spring training After a trip filled with hard
plav and practice, plus some relaxation,
the" Dutch came home with some hardearned experience under their belts. They
also proved the trip a success by boasting
a 6-4 w i n / l o s s record upon return.
A 10-inning clincher with TaylorUniversity of Indiana had to have been
the most teeth-grinding but satisfying
game of the trip. Going into the bottom of
the seventh with one out and losing 1-0,
Faye ' 4 Cial" Berens stepped to the plate
and nailed a home run to tie the game.
Then, after playing three more innings,
with frustration obviously setting in,
Kerri Israels became the heroine ot the
hour by slugging in the winning run with a
centerfield double as Lynn De Bruyn
scored from second. Final score: 2-1,
Dutch.
The Dutch showed the most potential,
however, against the Orlando Rebels, an
American Sbftball Association team.
Israels pitched the dual for the Dutch and

a l s o

was sporting a 3-1 lead in the fourth with
only two hits. But something went wrong
in the fifth and the Dutch ended in defeat
7-4. This was only the fourth time this
year that the Rebels had been down in
regular play, and Hope coach Anne Irwin
was pleased with her team.
"Our emphasis is going to be on hitt i n g . " s a i d I r w i n . " O u r best hitters, even
if t h e y a r e a l s o pitchers, will be in the
lineup every game."
Last year's 4-12 Flying Dutch had a low
team batting average of .19 5 with only 13
e x t r a base hits in 420 trips to the plate.
Leading the returnees Is two-time
allstate catcher Berens, a junior from
Hamilton. Berens has a .313 career batting average and is also a strong defensive player. Last year she set an MIAA
record for most doubles in a season and
tied for league honors in total bases.
Seniors returning for their fourth
season include third baseman Nancy
Kropf of Detroit and centerfielder Sue
Allie of Dearborn.
Two of the team's regular pitchers
from a year ago are back In junior Israels
and sophomore Pam Cushman. Israels
had an outstanding 1.05 earned run
average despite a 1-5 win/loss record,
while Cushman was 3-5, making a teamhigh 12 appearances. Cushman tied an
MIAA record for fewest walks allowed by
a pitcher in a season.

Tourney set
This Saturday, April 11, the soccer
team will host a 12-team indoor soccer
tournament. The tourney will begin at
8:30 a.m. and the two Hope teams will
play their first games at 9 :20 and 10:10.
The championship game will be held at
6:05 between Hope and the second-place
;;
team.

Hope from the sprint medley and 4 x 880
relays (and a possible third-place finish),
but didn't dampen coach Gordon
Brewer's spirits. Brewer was satisfied
with the team's performance, an lmprovement over last year's showing, but
knows the team has a lot of work to do.
The Dutch collected their sole relay vietory of the meet In the javelin relay. The
combined efforts of Paul Damon (IBST')
and Bill Mauren (172'5") totalled sees".
Larry Fischer ran to an Individual first In
the 10,000-meter open with a time of
32:23.6.
Three second-place finishes were also
earned in the field events. Chris Fleming
and Scott Van Arendonk each cleared
6'4", to total 12'8" in the high jump relay.
With Jamie Huggins and Peter Klein also
notching 6'2". Brewer feels Hope now has
"the largest group of competent high
jumpers" he can recall.

Jon Lunderberg (14') and Rich Burrell
( ) were runnere-up with their 26' effort
in the pole vault relay. After Scot Van Der
Meulen had the longest heave of the day
In the shot-put relay (46 ), he team
up with Mauren for a second-place in the
discus relay - 75.9 4 meters.
The Dutch were second only to Albion In
the 4 x 880-yard relay and the distance
medley (880-, 440- and 1320-mlle). The
team of Dave Vlsscher, Larry Korterlng,
Steve Underwood and Mark Southwell
were clocked In 8:09 .25 In the former,
and Southwell, Mark Whiting, Vlsscher
and Underwood ran 10:43.2 in the latter.
John Victor added a second In the open
5,000-meter run.
. j
The Dutch entertained Olivet yesterday, will be at Adrian Saturday, and will
travel to Southwestern Michigan Commumty College Tuesday with Hillsdale
for a tn-meet.
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Spring Special

Tune Up
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Deraileur adjustment
Brake adjustment
Wheels trued
Come adjustment
tire check

FOR A COMPLETE
STRING TUNE-UP

A bicycle shop in o class
by Itself

Come on out to Student Night
Monday
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Ph. 396-6084. Open daily 9:30 AM to 5:30 PM;
Monday and Friday 'til 9 PM.

Call for appointment
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Lacrosse Club returns from trip
The L a c r o s s e Club h a s won its first two
r e g u l a r season g a m e s a f t e r a very shaky
showing during t h e pre-season on their
trip to the South. T h e F l y i n g D u t c h m e n
' had m e t d e f e a t four out of five t i m e s
against such s o u t h e r n s t a l w a r t s a s
Vanderbilt College, t h e University of
Kentucky and t h e T i g e r s of Clemson. Victory c a m e at the e x p e n s e of the B t e a m of
the University of K e n t u c k y .
P l a y e r - c o a c h G e o r g e C a r a v e l l a felt the
o southern trip h a d really tightened the
*5 • t e a m up. , 4 Down south w e didn't just play
§ lacrosse; we h a d fun a n d saw s o m e
U s i g h t s , " he said. 44 The t e a m h a s m e m b e r s
g f r o m almost all the f r a t s a n d inj dependents and t h e trip pulled us t o g e t h e r
^ a s a tight unit. I ' m proud of t h a t . "
^
Of course, the t r i p p r e p a r e d the t e a m
^ for the r e g u l a r season. 4, We learned
C m a n y things on t h e trip b e c a u s e we could
x
e x a m i n e the w a y w e o p e r a t e d and could
rectify our m i s t a k e s , " said C a r a v e l l a .
The two recent r e g u l a r season victories
against the University of Michigan and
the G r a n d R a p i d s L a c r o s s e Club w e r e
evidence of that.
C a r a v e l l a also s t r e s s e d the loose and

easy attitude the team had while playing
down south and how that had changed
with the opening of the regular season.
"Down south I just wanted everyone to
relax and practice what they had to do,"
he said. "It was Important to get all the
quirks out then Instead of now. Now our
attitude is more intense and the boys
know we're playing games that mean
something."
Last Thursday the University of
Michigan sent its B team up to take on the
Dutch and were unpleasantly surprised.
The Dutch went on to handle the U of M
lacrosse men handily in a flashy victory,
13-4. "The most important thing about
that game was the diversity of our goal
scorers," Caravella noted.
Behind the leadership and scoring
power of third-year starter Kevin Worley
(four goals), the younger rookie players
went on to put on their own scoring show.
First-year players Jamie Robertson, Andy (Droid) Ernst and Grant Miner ail put
in a goal apiece and second-year player
Mark Van Gesel also dented the twins.
"Van Gesel has come a long way and I expect him to be a major factor in our
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march to a victorious season," Caravella
said. He also praised freshman attack
Jeff Hansen and his steady play in
guiding the team.
The game was a little ragged, however,
and the team looked to improve itself on
Saturday against Grand Rapids, a fledgling club in the Midwest Lacrosse Association. "The defense of the Flying Dutchmen could be their strongest point,"
Caravella said. "We're very strong at
defense, being led by senior captain Denny Griffin and second-year players Mike
(Lips) Lepres and hard-hitting (that's an
understatement) Kevin Mariani."
The goal is being filled by junior Kevin
Kranendonk. "Kevin is quick and crazy
and with time and work will become an
awesome goalie," Caravella noted. The
major addition to the defense has been
freshman Andy Hamblett, a former AllLeague player at Avon Old Farm in Connecticut. "Andy brings an experience and
knowledge of the game to Hope which it
has never seen before. He's big, quick and
very good," Caravella said.
The defense did do its job on Saturday
as Hope went on to defeat Grand Rapids
11-3. The game was played on a nice,
brisk Saturday afternoon and the Dutch

Women's track results
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table ninth of 12 teams. The competition
included the likes of the host school, a
Division I (Hope is a Division III),
scholarship-giving institution about seven
times the size of Hope, and others that
probably made Hope about the smallest
school there. •
Val Hendrickson had a fine day, placing
fifth in the 1500 meters (5:24), winning
her heat in the 800-meter (2:33.7, just
Often the response when someone missing placing), and anchoring the fifthspeaks of the archery team at Hope is place 4 x 400-meter relay team. That
"Archery team? Do we have one of team of Lisa DeVette, Jeanine Pilon,
those?" The answer is we most certainly Margie Deckard and Hendrickson sped to
do. Hope Is represented in the MIAA ar- a4:29 .9 .
chery field this year by six women. Carol
Speedster Deb Lockhart had the
Ryskamp, a junior and three-year highest finish of any Dutchwoman,
veteran of the team, heads the group as however, with a wind-aided :15.1 in the
captain. Sharon McKee and Kar^lne highest finish in the 4 x 100-meter relay.
Muir, on the team for their second year, Beth Smith closed out Hope's scoring with
are also juniors.
a 1:22.4 In the 400-meter hurdles, good for
Wendy Hanson and Leah Fisher are sixth place.
sophomores returning for a second year,
Unlike the men's team, which opened
and Cathy Broeker Is this year's only up with the two worst teams in the MIAA
freshman shooter. The archers are coach- in its first two meets, the women must
ed by Mary Grondin, and after four weeks face their toughest league opponent
of practice will have their first meet Calvin today at 3:20 p.m. at Van Raalth
Tuesday, April 7, In the Dow Center Field. They host Alma at 1 p.m. Saturday
against Alma. Saturday they will shoot in and entertain Olivet, St. Mary's and
an NCAA State Tournament in Grand Grand Valley State on Tuesday at 3:20
Blanc.
p.m.

by Steve Underwood
The women's track team was up
against stiff competition as well as a stiff
gale wind in the Western Invitational
Saturday, but came out a very respec-

Archery ready
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LOOKING FOR SOMEBODY? He s not here:

TO TONY CASADlNE: I f o u n d Luke Spensor.--

keep l o o k i n g !

From the i n f o r m e r .

TO MISS CARLA KLEIN: Never in my museum

HELP WANTED: Want a part-time job now and

of recollection hove I been so overcome by o

full-time in summer? Cousins Restaurant at

girl w i t h such pulchritude. I w o u l d esteem it

Clearbrook Country Club in Saugatuck is inter-

on honor if, in the near future, w e could

v i e w i n g for all positions: cooks, kitchen help,

become better acquainted. -The G r a n d Duke

dishwashers, waitresses, waiters, hostesses,

of M o r a v i a .

bus people. 057-2985, 857-2340 857-2000.

RIDE NEEDED to Chicago or N o r t h e r n Indiana

WILL THE PERSON or persons w h o took a plant

area this w e e k e n d . W i l l help pay for gas. Call

from the Financial A i d Office please,

Diana, x6335.

return it--no questions asked. It w a s a gift
f r o m our f o r m e r student assistant a n d means

WTAS 610 A M on c a m p u s F M cable 103.3 in
Holland.

FOR THE FIRST TIME ever Zeeland w i l l play
host to t w o of the best Christian e n t e r t a i n e r s

OVER SPRING BREAK Earl f l e w to Greece and

to be f o u n d a n y w h e r e . M i k e W a r n k e , o one-

swam the Hellespont. Sources close to the

of-a-kind

Byronic hero report that a coating of grease

scene, w i l l be joined by Glad, a

helped him conserve heat during his plunge in

rock' group f r o m Philadelphia, in a live con-

the f r i g i d channel.

cert on Friday. A p r i l 24, at Zeeland High

performer

on

the

contemporary
classical

School G y m n a s i u m , ot 7.30 p.m.
NEED TO BUY a small r e f r ig e r a t o r or electric
t y p e w r i t e r for next year. Call x6385.

PHELPS LOFT for sale. Call x6270.

$ 95

The 3 Spring Special
Show Papa your Hope College I.D.
and pay only $395 for any dinner on
the menu - between now and May 2.

Records

i

Prices

Papa FazooFs Italian
Ristorante &
Pizza Works
396-1407

Limited Supply So Come
Them While

Teerman's
20 E. 8th

please

a lot to us. You can k e e p the pens a n d b e l l !

RECORD SALE
50% OFF

took their time and controlled the ball
well. Once again Caravella praised the
diversity of the scoring players, saying,
"Our team will definitely win a lot of
games if we can depend on everyone to
score, not just our big guns."
The big guns on the team did do a job,
however, against Grand Rapids. Last
year's second leading scorer John Cronk
pumped in a hat trick against Grand
Rapids, and last year's leading scorer
Caravella pumped In four goals. Once
again Van Gesel had a goal, as did
second-year starter Pete Vanenema. i
look forward to Pete scoring a whole lot of
goals this year," Caravella remarked.
Captain Craig Garfield also pumped in
his first goal of the year. Caravella also
cited the play of senior Mark Laman and
junior Grant Miner, noting, "They're
both big, strong boys that will do lots for
the team."
The game Saturday was played against
a lesser team, and that might have hurt
the Dutch. The big test will be played
Tuesday, April 7 at Spartan Stadium
against the Spartans of MSU. "If we play
as well as we're capable of we can beat
MSU for the first time ever," Caravella
concluded
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77 E. 8th Street
Across From The Holland theatre
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